Taiwan Tower functional schemes and design concepts
This Taiwan Tower symbolizes biodiversity, the coral was designed by the motif. The element that converts light into electricity is stuck on the surface; it emits light by subtle colors based on the energy collected in daytime at nighttime. The pattern of luminescence is a peculiar handle to the coral.
Taiwan Tower is greatly developed from the structure according to two functions. In the low layer part, the function of the Museum of Taichung City Development and Office for the Department of Urban Development, Taichung City Government, and parking area.
Spatial design concepts for main spaces.
We propose a Taiwan Tower as the symbol of new Taipei by making the liquidity of nature with which vitality overflows a symbol. The situation on the outside infiltrates constantly, and the space corresponding to various activities in the environment that changes actively is produced while exchanging it each other.

The Museum of Taichung City Development and the restaurant are in the first floor in the underground part, and Office for the Department of Urban Development, Taichung City Government is in the subbasement part, the third floor in the underground is a parking area. There is lighting from the upper part and the side in all the areas, and a bright, pleasant space. The multistory part keeps continuousness from the space that extends like the petal in the low layer part and becomes a tower.
The tower keeps becoming a lighthouse in a surrounding region, watching people, and shining.
Site plan and circulation design concepts.
The visitor to a Taiwanese tower accesses it from the Taiwan Tower west side. The planting planned around the building continues to the level of the underground in the Taiwan Tower, and the integrating landscape is produced. The visitor feels the bustle of people who come and go in the under from the ground. The car enters from the east side of the site to the underground parking area. Person's flow and the flow of the car are completely separated.

A stand inside city is located in the Taiwanese island central part. It is located in the basin in the stand that extends to Taiwanese Midwest, and surroundings are enclosed by the mountainous district. The climate is located between Eastern Asia and the Pacific Ocean, the Pacific High subtropical climate influenced by high pressure and warm and humid. Mongolia region can feel the change of seasons. The surrounding of the plan ground is a region with old military installations and a front airport, and the junction of the traffic system with the provinces. It will be an area where people can gather in the planned urban development's advancing, the street grow up, and more and more development be expected to say nothing of the country inviting visitors from every country in the world when the future. We propose "Reef" that softly collects diversity with the steady frame to this area as a symbol of new Taipei.